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The concept and slogan of multiculturalism have passed its use by date. We
urgently need to review this policy and concept. Australia needs to be a
cohesive united society not a divided country composed of loosely connected
little community of this and community of that.
All should be referred to as Australians not referred to on the basis of their
background .
All should have their allegiance to this country first not to their religion or old
country. We need to move on .
It has to be mandatory before accepting new migrants to ensure that they will
integrate in this country and be part of it and not be against it from within.
The only benefit of multiculturalism so far is bringing various foods and
flavours to Australia.
It is about time to ensure the Australian values and culture are connecting all
people who live on this island.
We can not accept that some parts of our capital cities have turned into a no
go zone pockets of Islamic medieval societies. Is this Australia .....No .
The Islamic religion fundamentalism and stone age attire and practices have
no place in a western country as Australia. It a great threat to our own
existence . They have their primary allegiance to their fundamentalist beliefs
and work for concepts of Jihad and towards converting our secular laws into
sharia laws. We have to wake up to this danger which is building up within our
community .

We have to ensure that any future migrant is or will be part of our cohesive
society. We need to keep our Australian identity and not to have a loosely
affiliated and conflicting confederation of nations on our streets.
For a society to succeed, its citizens must be able to unite around common
core values. The most fundamental values are national identity and a wish for
fellowship with one’s countrymen. National identity means that you feel like a
Dane if you live in Denmark. Fellowship means that similarities — first of all the
fact that you live in the same country — means more than differences, for
example religion, color, or country of origin.
National identity and the feeling of fellowship increase work morale, taxpaying
morale, morale in relation to social services, and respect for the country’s laws
in general. People who experience themselves as part of the community will
feel that they harm themselves if they harm the community. National identity
is also important for respect towards the nation’s authorities.
Fortunately, immigrants from almost all over the world have been able to
accept and identify with our basic Western values. There are a few problems
with organized crime and demographic clumping among immigrants from Asia
and Eastern Europe but it has never became a threat to society.
Despite certain success stories and role models, one culture has proved
impossible to integrate sufficiently, namely the Islamic one. Muslim culture
and religion have demonstrated some inherent self‐protective mechanisms
which makes Muslim immigrants resistant to external influences from the host
culture.
What we are dealing with here is a culture that in the most important areas —
including true democracy, free speech, equality of women, and tolerance
towards other faiths — has changed very little or not at all since it first
appeared in a medieval clan society 1,400 years ago. It is almost unbelievable,
given how much the rest of the world has changed during that time. The
unfortunate combination of excessive Western tolerance and a lack of
flexibility from the Muslim culture’s side has resulted in a kind of cultural
osmosis, where Western values have not yet been able to penetrate the
Islamic world while Islamization diffuses from the Muslim community into non‐
Muslim societies.

Another clumsy attempt of taqiya (an Islamic teaching Which means simply it
is ok to lie on and deceive the infidels)

They separate from us apparently because the rest of us are “racists”.
They simply fear us and this is why they cannot befriend us, they have to live in
self‐imposed isolation, wear ridiculous clothing, hide behind veils, impose halal
food on all of us and demand more and more mosques and Islamic schools.
Why.. .bother ..they should migrate to Iran , Saudi ,Pakistan or Afghanistan
but please stop this madness in Australia.

Three obvious solutions
The first and most basic solution is to stop immigration from countries that are
not Western‐oriented, which primarily applies to the Islamic world. As the
Americans says: “If you find yourself in a hole, stop digging.”
Secondly, we need to do as Angela Merkel, David Cameron, and Nicolas
Sarkozy recommend: We must strengthen the national identity both among
immigrants and the indigenous population. This is done primarily by making
our educational institutions and public service media focus more on our
countries’ history, culture and values. Moreover, we must force immigrants to
integrate by making language proficiency, knowledge about our culture and
history, adherence to the law and tax payment for e.g. 10 years a condition for
receiving social benefits. Problematic demographic developments can partly be
solved by limiting the state’s economic child support to the country’s average
amount of children per mother (2 children). They do that in Denmark and it

prevents immigrants from moving to Denmark, having/bringing a lot of kids
and living on the money that the family get from the state for each child.
Thirdly, we must stop diluting and challenging our own culture and national
identity through Islamization and parallel societies. The influential mosques
and Islamic cultural centers makes Muslims stay in a very rigid version of their
original culture. Dominant symbols like minarets, Halal food in public
institutions, closure of public taxpayer‐funded sports facilities in order to make
Muslim women able to use them, state‐supported Koranic schools, prayer
rooms in public workplaces, hospitals, etc. are also harmful to the
development of national identity among both immigrants and the rest of us.
Islamization and parallel societies make it possible to live from cradle to grave
in non‐Muslim countries without ever leaving the circle of Muslim culture. It is
contradictory and counterproductive to want national identity among
immigrants when the government simultaneously allows and even supports
Islamization.
Muslim parallel societies in the West produce tens of thousands of alienated
citizens with very low or no national identity and loyalty — every year. These
parallel communities must be dissolved by all means possible. This includes
zero tolerance towards any breach of the law. Tax authorities, Social Services
and the police play a crucial role in this context. There should be no special
treatment for a group of certain background. All have to be Australians.

Regrettably I am unable to sign my name as freedom of speech in our country is hampered by moslem groups
and for fear of harm to myself or my family from moslim gangs.

